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The fluctuating wall shear stress, wall pressure, and streamwise velocity were measured
simultaneously in a cylindrical boundary layer at a momentum thickness Reynolds number of
Reu52160 and a boundary layer thickness to cylinder radius ratio ofd/a55 using a hot wire wall
shear stress probe mounted just upstream of a hearing aid microphone and a hot wire velocity probe.
Variable Interval Time Averaging~VITA ! event detection on streamwise velocity indicates that
streamwise accelerations are associated with positive wall pressure peaks and sudden increases in
wall shear stress. Likewise, positive pressure peak events are associated with streamwise
accelerations and sudden increases in wall shear stress. VITA detection on wall shear stress reveals
that increasing wall shear stress corresponds to streamwise accelerations and small-amplitude
pressure rises, not distinct intense pressure peaks. Detection of strong adverse and favorable
instantaneous pressure gradients indicates that a shear layer aty1513 coincides with a positive
peak in the wall pressure, suggesting that a positive wall pressure peak event is the key wall pressure
signature associated with the burst cycle. Measurements of the cross-correlation indicate that the
pressure–shear stress relationship is about two times weaker than the pressure–velocity relation and
about ten times weaker than the shear stress–velocity relation. Thus, a strong relationship exists
between wall pressure and streamwise velocity as well as between wall shear stress and streamwise
velocity, but the relationship between wall shear stress and wall pressure is quite weak. Because of
the similarity of the near-wall structure of all wall-bounded turbulent flows, regardless of transverse
curvature, these conclusions should be applicable to planar boundary layers. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~97!02009-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Turbulent velocity fluctuations in the boundary layer a
jacent to a wall give rise to shear and normal stresses a
wall. Considerable effort has been expended over the
decades to understand the fluctuating wall pressure and
shear stress, both of which are quite difficult to measure.
little is understood about the relationship between the w
pressure and the wall shear stress. The pressure and
stress at the wall are related to the flow in the boundary la
above the wall in quite different ways. The wall shear str
tw is locally determined by the velocity gradient immed
ately adjacent to the wall. On the other hand, the wall pr
sure is a weighted integral of the effects of the velocity fie
over the half-space above the wall.1

The fluctuating wall pressure has been studied in g
detail over the last few decades.1–3 Wall pressure fluctua-
tions result from both large-scale disturbances that origin
in the outer portion of the boundary layer4–6 and small-scale
disturbances near the wall, presumably related to the bu
sweep cycle.6–12 Wilczynski, Casarella, and Kammeyer pr
vide an excellent review of conditionally sampled simul
neous measurements of wall pressure and velocity nea
wall.13 Large positive peaks in the wall pressure are rela
to accelerations in the streamwise velocity and nega
peaks are related to decelerations in streamw
velocity.10–13 Favorable pressure gradients are associa
with ejection events, while adverse pressure gradients co
spond to sweep events.7,13,14 Direct measurements of th
streamwise velocity gradient indicate that positive press
2732 Phys. Fluids 9 (9), September 1997 1070-6631/97
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peaks are related to shear layers about 20 viscous units a
the wall.15,16

The fluctuating wall shear stress has been studied
extensively than the wall pressure. It is generally accep
that the rms level of streamwise wall shear stress fluctuat
is about 40% of the mean value,17 although this value is
highly dependent upon the shear stress measurem
technique.18 Eckelmann showed similarities in the signals
the streamwise velocity and the wall shear stress for the
locity probe positioned above the wall aty1<25,19 where
the 1 superscript denotes nondimensionalization using
friction velocity ut and the kinematic viscosityn. Cross-
correlations between the wall shear stress and the stream
velocity indicate the existence of large-scale coherent st
tures, or ‘‘backs,’’20 inclined at an angle of 13°–18° with
respect to the wall.18,21,22Conditionally sampled signals ob
tained by applying variable interval time averaging~VITA !
to the wall shear stress appear similar to those for VI
detection on the streamwise velocity near the wall, exc
that the deceleration of the fluid just prior to the detec
event is substantially less for the wall shear stress than
the streamwise velocity.18,23,24The streamwise velocity nea
the wall leads the wall shear stress, presumably because
turbulent structure is inclined to the wall.18,25

Given that strong shear stress events are related to st
streamwise velocity events and strong wall pressure ev
are related to strong streamwise velocity events, one m
hypothesize that wall pressure events and wall shear s
events should be related to one another. Our objective wa
determine the nature of the relationship between the w
/9(9)/2732/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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shear stress, wall pressure, and streamwise velocity in a
bulent boundary layer by simultaneously measuring th
three quantities. We are aware of only one study7 in which
all three quantities were measured simultaneously. Unfo
nately, in this study the microphone and hot-film shear pro
had wide streamwise separation, making interpretation of
measurements quite difficult because structures appearin
one probe advected a significant distance before encou
ing the second probe. Crucial to the success of our meas
ments was the small size of the transducers to provide
equate spatial resolution and the close spacing of the
pressure microphone and the wall shear stress hot-wire tr
ducer to minimize the problems related to the advection
turbulent structures over significant distances between
probes.

The experiments were conducted in a turbulent bound
layer on a cylinder in axial flow. While the canonical fl
plate boundary layer is often used for studies of the struc
of turbulence, the turbulent boundary layer on a cylind
models many practical engineering applications~for example
streamlined vehicles, submarines, aircraft, missiles, and
nar arrays! and has been studied extensively over the p
few years both experimentally and computationally.12,18,26–28

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This investigation was conducted in the Northweste
University low-speed, low-noise wind tunnel described
detail in our previous work,12,18 except that the muffler on
the blower outlet was removed after finding that it did n
reduce noise contamination in the test section. The 4.5
long, 0.953 cm o.d. cylinder was suspended along the c
terline of the test section with its ellipsoidal nose cone 20
downstream of the last inlet screen by a wire attached to
airfoil located above the last four screens of the inlet sect
The support airfoil was oriented at right angles to the side
the cylinder containing the wall pressure and shear st
measurement probes to minimize any possible effect of
bulence downstream of the support. The cylinder consis
of an ellipsoidal nose cone at the upstream end of a 3.3
long by 0.953 cm o.d. acrylic tube with lengths of bra
tubing inside to add rigidity. The 1.22 m long downstrea
instrumented section was 0.953 cm o.d., 0.076 cm wall st
less steel seamless tubing. The cylinder was tensione
assure straightness, and spring-loaded, foam-lined grippe
cated 0.55 m downstream from the probes and sewing th
8 cm downstream from the probes held the cylinder in po
tion and minimized vibration.

To ensure a fully developed turbulent boundary layer
1.7 mm high O-ring trip was used 2.13 m upstream of
measurement probes~0.40 m downstream of the beginnin
of the test section!. This distance corresponds to over 12
trip heights or about 87 boundary layer thicknesses betw
the trip and the measurement location. The alignment w
the cylinder with the test section was confirmed using fo
0.056 cm o.d., 0.015 cm wall, Preston tubes every
around the cylinder 1 cm downstream of the measurem
probes. The wall shear stress measured using the Pre
tubes varied by less than 2.3% from the mean, indicating
the boundary layer was essentially axisymmetric. T
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 1997
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streamwise mean velocity profile measured using a hot w
agrees well with the cylindrical log law of Lueptowet al.29

The wall pressure and wall shear stress measurem
probes were contained in an insert located halfway betw
the ends of the downstream instrumented section. The
pressure and wall shear stress probes were mounted w
center-to-center streamwise spacing of 0.11 cm (x1533) in
a plastic insert machined to match the cylinder’s wall curv
ture. The shear stress probe was installed upstream of
microphone, since data taken with the opposite configura
suggested that the microphone pinhole may disrupt the fl
just downstream of it. The hot-wire-on-the-wall shear pro
was similar to that used by Wietrzak and Lueptow.18 The
spanwise width of the element wasW157.7, well within the
range of widths of 3–45 used successfully by Shah and
tonia for measuring the wall shear stress.24 The wall shear
stress probe was calibrated against a 0.056 cm o.d. Pre
tube taped to the cylinder and aligned with the flow at t
same streamwise position as the shear probe, but offset
in the spanwise direction following the calibration procedu
of Wietrzak and Lueptow.18 The fluctuating wall pressure
was measured using a Knowles EM 3068 electret conden
type hearing aid microphone like that used by Snarski a
Lueptow.12 The dimensionless microphone diameter ofd1

521 provided adequate resolution to minimize spatial av
aging and attenuation due to zeros in the wave-number
sponse function of the microphone.30,31 The frequency re-
sponse~magnitude and phase! for the Knowles microphone
was obtained by performing a comparison calibration in
diffuse random sound field with an adjacent Bruel and Kja

Model 4134 1.27 cm (12 in.) pressure-response microphon
using the method of Snarski and Lueptow.12 The mean and
fluctuating streamwise velocities were measured usin
custom-built, hot wire probe mounted to the end of a strea
lined strut similar to that used in our previous work. The da
from the velocity probe, wall shear probe, and micropho
were simultaneously digitized at 20 kHz for 5.0 s using
12-bit data-acquisition board after low pass filtering at the
kHz Nyquist frequency. Both the hot wire probe and t
shear probe were operated at a 30% overheat ratio. All m
surements were performed at a free-stream velocity ofU`

510.6 m/s. Details of the flow conditions at the axial loc
tion of the wall pressure and wall shear stress transducers
included in Table I.

III. RESULTS: EVENT DETECTION

Variable interval time averaging~VITA ! and peak detec-
tion were used for conditional sampling. VITA detects
large short-time variance in the signal that indicates a st
temporal gradient.32 VITA is typically applied to the fluctu-
ating streamwise velocity, but we also applied VITA to th
wall shear stress and the wall pressure. Applying VITA
these signals is somewhat unusual, although physical sig
cance can be attached to steep temporal gradients in the
shear stress and wall pressure, as described later in this
per. We use the traditional threshold ofk51 times the vari-
ance to detect bursts.24,32–34The averaging time was set t
T1515, a time indicative of the time scale of the structur
2733H. G. Nepomuceno and R. M. Lueptow
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being detected and within the range of 10–24 that is co
monly used for VITA detection on the streamwise veloc
and wall shear stress.8,18,24,33

Peak detection identifies high-amplitude peaks in
fluctuating signal that exceed a particular threshold. We u
a threshold ofk52.5 times the rms value, a level that
within the range of 1.25–4 commonly used for peak det
tion on the wall pressure signal.8,10–12,30For both VITA and
peak detection, the ensemble-averaged conditionally
tected events are plotted versus inner-scaled time,t1

5tut
2/n, with t150 corresponding to the instant that th

event is detected. The mean portions of the signals are
moved. To compensate for the shear probe being positio
33 viscous units upstream of the wall pressure and velo
probes, the shear stress signal was delayed by three vis
time units based on a convection velocity ofUc /ut511.18

We consider the conditionally averaged signature of t
signals upon the occurrence of a positive event in a th
detection signal, shown in Fig. 1. In all cases, the detec
signal is the bold curve. The velocity probe was positioned
y1513, directly above the wall pressure probe. To be
sured that the upstream position of the wall shear probe
the close proximity of the velocity probe above the micr
phone did not degrade the wall pressure measurements
hot wire velocity probe was removed altogether, the w
shear stress probe was turned off, and the instrumented
tion of cylinder was reversed so the microphone was
stream of the wall shear probe. The wall pressure spect
for this setup was nearly identical to that for the measu
ments presented here, indicating that probe interference
not a problem. The detection of shear layers using posi
VITA detection on the fluctuating streamwise velocityu1 is
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The ensemble-averaged fluctuatin
streamwise velocitŷ u1& and fluctuating wall shear stres
^tw8 & are similar to previous results for both flat plate boun
ary layers23,24and cylindrical boundary layers.18 Both signals

TABLE I. Experimental conditions and flow parameters.

Experimental conditions:
Free-stream velocity U`510.6 m/s
Density r51.180 kg/m3 ~26 °C!
Kinematic viscosity v51.5731025 m2/s
Cylinder diameter 2a59.5331023 m

Boundary layer parameters:
Boundary layer thickness d52.4531022 m
Momentum thickness u53.231023 m
Curvature ratio d/a55.14
Reynolds number Reu52160
Mean wall shear stress t̄w50.273 Pa
Friction velocity ut50.481 m/s
rms wall shear stress t rms50.102 Pa
rms wall pressure prms50.624 Pa

Resolution parameters:
Sampling frequency f s520 000 Hz
Dimensionless sample time Dt150.74
Streamwise probe separationx1533
Shear probe spanwise width W157.7
Velocity probe spanwise width l 1520
Microphone port diameter d1521
2734 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 1997
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drop below the mean, indicating the passage of a low-sp
streak and then rise steeply corresponding to the passage
shear layer to a high level associated with a sweep. The s
stress is delayed with respect to the streamwise velocity,
dicating the convection of a ‘‘back’’ turbulent structure in
clined to the wall.20 The sharp increase in velocity indicativ
of a shear layer is associated with a peak in the ensem
averaged wall pressure^p&, similar to previous
results.10–12,35

Upon the detection of a positive wall pressure pe
shown in Fig. 1~b!, the corresponding streamwise veloci
signature shows a sharp increase. The simultaneous oc
rence of a pressure peak with a sharp increase in velocity
both detection on streamwise accelerations@Fig. 1~a!# and
wall pressure peaks@Fig. 1~b!# indicates a bidirectional rela
tionship between positive pressure peaks and shear la
like that found by Snarski and Lueptow,12 indicating that
positive wall pressure peaks and shear layers just above
wall are related through a turbulence structure. The pres
peak in Fig. 1~b! occurs slightly ahead of the midpoint of th
more gradual increase in wall shear stress, as would be
pected from an inclined shear layer. Since an inclined sh
layer passes the velocity probe at 10,y1,20 at the same
instant that a wall pressure peak occurs,12,35the impact of the

FIG. 1. Conditional averages of positive events detected using VITA
peak detection techniques. Here —,^u1&/urms; ---, ^tw8 &/t rms; –-–,
^p&/prms. Detection signals are bold.~a! VITA detection onu ~k51, T1

515, 236 events!; ~b! peak detection onp ~k52.5, 294 events!; ~c! VITA
detection ont ~k51, T1515, 179 events!.
H. G. Nepomuceno and R. M. Lueptow
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shear layer at the wall shear stress probe would be
slightly after it passes the velocity probe and, hence, the w
pressure peak. The lead of wall pressure peak with respe
the midpoint of the increase in wall shear stress is ab
three viscous time units less for pressure peak detection@Fig.
1~b!# than for VITA-on-u detection@Fig. 1~a!#. This discrep-
ancy may be related to the ‘‘flattening’’ in the shear stre
signal that occurs just after the pressure peak in which
rise in shear stress is momentarily interrupted for about th
viscous time units, then continues to increase. The brief
tened portion of the shear stress signature is delayed slig
after the pressure peak, suggesting that it might be relate
the part of the inclined shear layer very near the wall t
would reach the shear probe shortly after it encounters
velocity probe aty1513. Haritonidis, Gresko, and Breue
@Fig. 2~a!# found a feature of similar duration and charac
in the sharply decreasing wall–normal velocity signature
tained upon VITA-on-u event detection,10 but they did not
discuss it and it is not clear that it is related the flattening
the wall shear stress signature in Fig. 1~b!.

Detection of sharp increases in shear stress using VI
on-t, shown in Fig. 1~c!, shows that the sharp increase
wall shear stress lags behind the sharp increase in stream
velocity by approximately seven viscous time units, the sa
as that for the VITA-on-u detection. The difference in am
plitude of the wall shear stress signal in Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!
results from different detection signals in each case. T

FIG. 2. Conditional averages of pressure gradient events detected
VITA on p. Here —,^u1&/urms; ---, ^tw8 &/t rms; –-–, ^p&/prms. Detection
signals are bold.~a! Adverse pressure gradient~k52, T1515, 281 events!;
~b! favorable pressure gradient~k52, T1515, 228 events!.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 1997
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similarity between the streamwise velocity conditional av
ages in Figs. 1~a! and 1~c! and the wall shear stress cond
tional averages in Figs. 1~a! and 1~c! clearly shows a bidi-
rectional relationship between the wall shear stress and
streamwise velocity, confirming the results of Wietrzak a
Lueptow for a boundary layer on a cylinder.18 On the other
hand, a sharp increase in the wall shear stress correspon
only a weakly elevated wall pressure that is qualitative
different from the pressure peak for VITA-on-u or pressure
peak detection. The pressure rise lasts about 24 viscous
units, approximately twice as long as a positive press
event in Fig. 1~c!. A small pressure rise appears before a
after the central pressure maxima that is not evident in ei
VITA-on-u or pressure peak detection. Thus, the wall pr
sure and the wall shear stress have only a very weak bidi
tional relationship, compared to the relationships for t
streamwise velocity and wall shear stress or the streamw
velocity and the wall pressure.

Although positive wall pressure events can be related
the streamwise acceleration resulting from a sweep follow
an ejection, the amplitude distribution of negative and po
tive wall pressure fluctuations about the mean is nea
identical,9 and the frequency of negative and positive eve
is similar.36 Thus, positive and negative events appe
equally important. Wilczynskiet al.13 suggested that positive
and negative wall pressure events may actually be subse
a single composite event characterized by a negative p
upstream of a positive peak. They explored such a possib
by detecting nearby positive and negative peaks and c
structing an average temporal positive–negative event.
though they found an order of magnitude fewer dual pe
events than single peak events, the ensemble-averaged
peak event indeed looks like a composite of a positive pr
sure peak followed in time by a negative pressure peak. F
ther evidence of a dual peak event was provided by Ast
and Forestier detecting on strong shear layers.16 When their
shear layer detection probe was close to the wall (y1

510), they found a positive peak followed in time by
negative peak of nearly equal magnitude.

An effective detection method for composite events
the detection of regions of large adverse pressure grad
]p/]x.0. A method to detect local pressure gradients is
apply VITA to the wall pressure signal. The application
VITA to the wall pressure is quite unusual. Steep tempo
gradients in the wall pressure, however, can be related to
velocity field as follows. The streamwise pressure gradien
the wall can be related to the spanwise vorticityvz at the
wall and, hence, to the streamwise velocit
U5U11u1 ,9,37

]p

]x
52

]vz

]y U
y50

5m
]2U

]y2U
y50

. ~1!

Assuming that the streamwise wall pressure gradient can
related to the time derivative by]p/]x52(1/Uc)]p/]t,38

whereUc is the local convection velocity, the temporal wa
pressure gradient can be related to the velocity field by

]p

]t
52mUc

]2U

]y2U
y50

. ~2!

ing
2735H. G. Nepomuceno and R. M. Lueptow
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When the local pressure gradient is adverse~]p/]x.0 or
]p/]t,0!, the second derivative of the streamwise veloc
with respect to the wall–normal coordinate is positi
(]2U/]y2.0). The positive curvature of the velocity profil
at the wall requires an inflection point at some distan
above the wall. Although the classic unstable inflectional
locity profile requires the assumption of steady, invisc
two-dimensional flow, it is not unreasonable to interpret a
inflectional profile as a local shear layer instability.39 Conse-
quently, an adverse pressure gradient event detected u
negative VITA-on-p should coincide with a shear layer i
the velocity field. Favorable wall pressure gradients
thought to correspond to ejections, and adverse wall pres
gradients are believed to be related to sweeps.7,13,14Here we
propose that an adverse wall pressure gradient is dire
related to the shear layer in a burst cycle based on the in
bility of an inflectional velocity profile.

Figure 2~a! shows the resulting streamwise velocity a
wall shear stress for negative VITA-on-p (]p/]t,0), which
detects on adverse pressure gradient events (]p/]x.0). The
VITA detection scheme used the same averaging time,T1

515, as used for VITA-on-u detection, and the trigger leve
was set atk52 to obtain approximately the same number
events as found with the previous detection schemes.
steep decrease in wall pressure does indeed seem to be
ciated with an acceleration in streamwise velocity and
moderate increase in the wall shear stress. Like posi
VITA-on-u and positive wall pressure peak detection, t
positive peak in the wall pressure signal occurs simu
neously with the midpoint of the sharp streamwise accele
tion. Again the increase in the wall shear stress is sligh
delayed with respect to the streamwise acceleration.

If, instead, positive VITA-on-p events are detecte
(]p/]t.0), corresponding to favorable pressure gradie
(]p/]x,0), the signature of the streamwise velocity and
wall shear stress is similar to that for negative VITA-onp
events, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. The streamwise flow acceler
ates at nearly the same instant as the positive peak in
pressure occurs, and the wall shear stress increase is sli
delayed with respect to the increase in the streamwise ve
ity. In fact, the streamwise acceleration for favorable pr
sure gradient events is stronger than for adverse pres
gradient events.

The crucial result obtained from Fig. 2 is that the w
pressure peak and the streamwise acceleration aty1513,
which is related to a shear layer, occur simultaneously. T
suggests that the positive wall pressure peak itself, not
adverse pressure gradient upstream of it nor the favor
pressure gradient downstream of it, is directly related to
burst cycle. Clearly, any positive peak in wall pressure w
have pressure gradients of opposite signs preceding and
lowing it. This idea fits nicely with the results of Fig. 1
which shows a strong bidirectional correlation between po
tive wall pressure peaks and streamwise accelerations
are related to the shear layer in a burst cycle. Furtherm
Eq. ~2! clearly indicates that adverse pressure gradie
(]p/]t,0) should be related to an inflectional profile th
would likely result from a shear layer. Such a shear laye
detected for both the detected adverse pressure gradie
2736 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 1997
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Fig. 2~a! and for the adverse pressure gradient following
pressure peak in Fig. 2~b!.

Negative wall pressure peaks are apparently not dire
related to the burst cycle. VITA-on-p detection of pressure
gradients indicates that negative wall pressure peaks o
either before or after the positive pressure peak. In fa
aligning negative and positive VITA-on-p events on the
positive pressure peaks would result in a negative pres
depression leading and following the pressure peak. A sm
depression in the wall pressure on both sides of the pres
peak is evident in Fig. 1~b!, and other researchers have typ
cally found such regions of negative wall pressure lead
and following positive wall pressure peaks.7,12,13,30,35,40This
suggests that positive wall pressure peaks, which are rel
to the burst cycle, are either preceded or followed by ne
tive wall pressure peaks. Because of the random nature o
turbulence and the burst cycle itself, the negative wall pr
sure that leads or follows the positive pressure peak may
either quite large or nearly insignificant. The appearance
negative wall pressure peak alone,11–13,30,40like that detected
using negative pressure peak detection, is probably ju
remnant of the peak detection sampling method, since th
exists only a weak bidirectional relationship between ne
tive pressure peaks and the velocity field.12 Thus, we can
conclude that the negative wall pressure peaks are not
direct result of a specific turbulence structure. Instead, ne
tive wall pressure peaks typically appear in conjunction w
positive wall pressure peaks, and it is these positive w
pressure peaks that are directly related to coherent turbul
structures, specifically the burst cycle.

IV. RESULTS: CROSS-CORRELATIONS AND
SPECTRA

The normalized cross-correlation coefficient between
fluctuating wall shear stresstw8 and the fluctuating stream
wise velocityu1 is defined as

Rtu~ t !5tw8 ~z!u1~z1t !/t rmsurms, ~3!

where the overbar denotes a time average,t is the delay time
between the signals, and the rms subscript denotes the
value of the particular quantity. The cross-correlation is sim
larly defined for wall pressure/streamwise velocity and w
pressure/wall shear stress. In all cases, the wall shear s
signal was shifted by three viscous time units to compens
for the shear probe being positioned upstream of the w
pressure microphone and velocity probe. The cro
correlations were computed using fast Fourier transfor
with 100% zero padding.

The cross-correlation between the wall shear stress
the streamwise velocity measured above the wall pres
probe, shown in Fig. 3~a!, weakens as the wall–normal po
sition of the velocity probe increases. The positive pea
indicate that the wall shear stress and streamwise velo
have the same sign, consistent with event detection res
which show that the wall shear stress and the streamw
velocity have similar signatures. The negative lag times
dicate that the streamwise velocity leads the wall sh
stress, suggesting a turbulence structure that is inclined to
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wall.18,21 The cross-correlation between the wall press
and the streamwise velocity, shown in Fig. 3~b!, is much
weaker than that for the wall shear stress and the stream
velocity, and the cross-correlation weakens as the velo
probe is positioned farther from the wall.~Note the change in
scale for the vertical axis.! The negative correlation for nega
tive lag times is consistent with the positive pressure p
lagging the negative peak in streamwise velocity in Fig.
Similarly, the positive pressure peak leads the positive p
in the streamwise velocity, resulting in a positive cros
correlation peak at a positive lag time. Similar results ha
been obtained in planar boundary layers.5,6

Our key interest here is the cross-correlation between
wall pressure and the wall shear stress. This correlation
the same shape as the pressure–velocity correlation but
order of magnitude weaker than the shear–velocity corr
tion and about one-half as strong as the pressure–velo
correlation~for the velocity probe aty1513 in all cases!, as
shown in Fig. 3~c!. This result is somewhat surprising give
that the wall shear stress is directly related to velocity at
wall and that the pressure–velocity correlation increase
strength as the velocity probe is moved closer to the wal
shown in Fig. 3~b! for y1>13. The weak pressure–she
correlation is unlikely to result from the streamwise sepa
tion between the probes of 33 viscous units, since a stre
wise separation of 680 viscous units is needed for a sim

FIG. 3. ~a! Cross-correlation between wall shear stress and velocity,Rtu ;
~b! cross-correlation between wall pressure and velocity,Rpu ; ~c! cross-
correlation between wall pressure and wall shear stress,Rpt . Note the ver-
tical scale change. Wall–normal locations of velocity probe —,y1513;
–-–, y1583; ---, y15349.
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 1997
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reduction in the magnitude of the pressure–velocity corre
tion for a velocity probe aty1514.41 Instead, the weak bi-
directional relationship between wall shear stress events
wall pressure events evident in Fig. 1 must account for
weak pressure–shear correlation. A curious aspect of
pressure–shear correlation is the kink evident near a d
time of zero. The physical origin of this kink in the eve
detection and cross-correlation is unknown, although
might be related to the flattening of the shear stress signa
shown in Fig. 1~b!.

Spectra of the streamwise velocity, wall shear stress,
wall pressure were computed using fast Fourier transfo
after applying a Hanning window to 97 subrecords of 10
points each, with a resulting frequency resolution ofDv
5123 rad/s, orDv15Dvn/ut

250.0083. The spectra ar
plotted in Fig. 4 so that equal areas under the curve cont
ute equally to the mean square energy to permit easy ana
of which band in the spectrum contributes most to the rms
the measurement.42 The spectra measured here match pre
ous measurements of the spectra quite well, given slight
ferences in the boundary layer parameters. The wall sh
stress and streamwise velocity spectra are similar to e
other. Both spectra have maxima atv1'0.06. The maxi-
mum in the wall pressure spectrum occurs atv1'0.4,
nearly an order of magnitude higher in frequency. The re
tively tall and narrow peak in the wall pressure spectru
indicates that the energy is distributed over a narrower lo
rithmic frequency band than the energy of the wall sh
stress or the streamwise velocity. Thus, the wall shear st
and wall pressure have very different energy distributions
the frequency domain.

V. DISCUSSION

Turbulence events in the boundary layer above a w
give rise to both pressure~normal stresses! and shear stresse
at the wall. Our key interest here is the relationship betwe
the wall pressure and the wall shear stress, given that b
arise from the velocity field adjacent to the wall. Event d
tection and correlation results all indicate that there is
strong relationship between the wall shear stress and

FIG. 4. Spectra of the streamwise velocityu ~at y1513!, wall pressure
p, and wall shear stresstw ; — current results; ---, previous measuremen
~Refs. 12, 18!.
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streamwise velocity and there is a moderately strong r
tionship between the wall pressure and the streamwise ve
ity. Based on these results and the knowledge that the
shear stress and the wall pressure both arise from the a
cent velocity field, a reasonably strong relationship betw
the wall pressure and the wall shear stress would seem lik
Instead, the relationship between the wall pressure and
wall shear stress is quite weak, as indicated by the lack
bidirectional relationship between wall pressure events
wall shear stress events, as well as weak correlation betw
the wall pressure and wall shear stress.

The question that arises is why should the relation
tween the wall pressure and the wall shear stress be so w
when each are the direct result of the flow field above
wall? The character of the relationship of the wall press
and the wall shear stress to the velocity field provides so
insight. The wall pressure is related to the weighted integ
of the effects of the velocity field in the half-space above
wall.1 Kim calculated the contribution to the mean-squa
wall pressure of the linear and nonlinear terms in this re
tion as a function of distance from the wall and found th
the greatest contribution of both terms occurs neary1'13
~based on Kim’s Fig. 19!.9 Thus, turbulence action in thi
region, where our streamwise velocity probe was position
strongly contributes to the wall pressure. As a result,
found a moderately strong correlation and a bidirectio
event relationship between the wall pressure and the stre
wise velocity at this wall–normal position.

The direct relationship between streamwise veloc
fluctuations and fluctuations in the wall shear stress is m
easily demonstrated as follows. In the viscous sublayer,tw

1tw8 5m](U11u1)/]y instantaneously andtw5m ]U1 /]y
on average, wheretw andtw8 are the average and fluctuatin
wall shear stress andm is the dynamic viscosity. The differ
ence between these two equations results intw8 5m ]u1 /]y
'mu1 /y, since u1 and y are zero at the wall. While the
direct relation between velocity fluctuations (u1) and wall
shear stress fluctuations (tw8 ) is strictly true only in the sub-
layer, an increase in velocity just outside of the sublayer~at
say y1513! will typically result in an increased wall shea
stress. Thus, fluctuations in the wall shear stress should
low fluctuations in the streamwise velocity, resulting in
strong bidirectional event relationship and cross-correla
between the wall shear stress and the streamwise veloci
y1513.

The weak relationship between the wall pressure and
wall shear stress may arise from the very different ways
which the two are related to the velocity field. The wall she
stress is only related to the velocity field along the wa
normal line originating at the measurement location. On
other hand, the wall pressure depends on the velocity fiel
the half-space above the measurement point, so that co
butions are felt from velocity fluctuations directly above t
measurement point as well as from fluctuations surround
the measurement point in the streamwise and spanwise
rections. Furthermore, the nature of the wall shear stress
quires that it be directly related to the streamwise veloc
within the viscous sublayer through the velocity gradient
the wall. On the other hand, the wall pressure is not clos
2738 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 1997
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related to the streamwise velocity very near the wall~say
y1,3! based on the results of Kim~Fig. 19!,9 even though
the results presented in this paper and by others10–13indicate
a relationship between the wall pressure and the stream
velocity for 5<y1<85. As a result, the wall pressure an
the wall shear stress are only weakly related to each ot
even though both are closely related to the streamwise
locity at y1.5.

A second issue is the characteristic, or fundamental, w
pressure event that is related to a coherent structure in
velocity field. Several different characteristic wall pressu
events can be detected, including positive and negative
pressure peaks and favorable and adverse pressure grad
While Eq.~2! indicates that a local adverse pressure grad
should correspond to an inflectional velocity profile that m
be related to a shear layer, the shear layer aty1513 always
coincides with a positive peak in the wall pressure, rega
less of whether the positive peak is associated with a fav
able or adverse pressure gradient detected using VITA
p ~Fig. 2! or a positive pressure peak found using peak
tection @Fig. 1~b!#. Figure 2 further indicates that the she
layer is stronger for a stronger positive pressure peak. Th
results indicate that the critical feature in the wall press
field that is related to a burst cycle is a sharp positive pea
pressure. Any positive peak in wall pressure will necessa
have an adverse pressure gradient upstream of it and a fa
able pressure gradient downstream of it. Furthermore, a p
tive wall pressure peak may be related to the growth o
wall pressure wave cluster, as evidenced by the developm
of wall pressure peaks tracked in a direct numerical simu
tion of channel flow.40 The wave cluster will have negativ
pressures as well as positive pressures associated wit
Although the positive pressure peak is associated with
burst cycle, negative pressures in the wave cluster may e
upstream or downstream of the positive pressure peak.
VITA-on-p detection shows that a negative pressure p
occurs in conjunction with a positive pressure peak that is
turn, related to a shear layer. Thus, positive pressure pe
are the ‘‘fundamental’’ event in the wall pressure field th
can be related to turbulent structures above the wall, part
larly the shear layer associated with the burst cycle.

These results are based on measurements of a turb
boundary layer on a long slender cylinder. Nevertheless,
cause the structure of turbulence very near the wall is q
similar to that for a flat plate,12,18,28,43 these conclusions
should be applicable for all wall-bounded turbulent flows
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